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Abstract

The aim of the thesis is to provide basic overview of term called Gener-

alized Nash Equilibrium Problem (GNEP), mainly to the audience with

economic education. Given term is the generalization of famous concept

coming from Game theory called Nash Equilibrium Problem (NEP). Thesis

describes basic properties of GNEP, illuminates main differences between

NEP and GNEP and provides examples of both models. Thesis discuss hy-

pothesis that there might exist economic models that could be advanced

or solved by GNEP. One example of such economic model is presented to

support given hypothesis.

Keywords
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rium problem, pseudo-game, application.



Abstrakt

Hlavním úkolem této práce je základní představení problému nazývaného

Zobecněná Nashova úloha, především pro čtenáře s ekonomickým vzděláním.

Zmíněný problém je rozšířením známého pojmu teorie her - Nashova úloha.

Práce definuje základní pojmy problému, vymezuje rozdíl mezi klasickým a

zobecněným systémem a dané charakteristiky demonstruje na několika přík-

ladech. V rámci práce je představena hypotéza o možnosti existence eko-

nomických modelů, které by mohly být řešeny, nebo alespoň modifikovány,

pomocí Zobecněné Nashovy úlohy. V rámci podpory této hypotézy je před-

staven ekonomický model, který reprezentuje danou strukturu a jeho myšlen-

kový základ je možno převést na zadání Zobecněné Nashovy úlohy.

Klíčová slova

Zobecněná Nashova úloha, abstraktní ekonomie, úloha sociální rovnováhy,

pseudo hra, aplikace.
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Introduction

John Nash received Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences in 1994 for

his 28-page dissertation published in 1950 regarding non-cooperative games

[1]. His work laid the foundations of solving a large class of mathematical

problems, the so called Nash Equilibrium Problems (or shortly NEP). This

thesis is focusing on its extended form called Generalized Nash Equilibrium

Problems (or shortly GNEP).

Such problems are part of a large study field of Game Theory, which

could be defined as the study of mathematical models of conflict and coop-

eration between intelligent rational decision-makers. Game theory provides

general mathematical techniques for analyzing situations in which two or

more individuals make decisions that will influence one another‘s welfare

[2]. Game theory is used across many scientific fields, e.g. biology, political

science, psychology, economics, etc.

What makes GNEP interesting is the structure of feasible sets of players‘

strategies. In GNEP, individual strategies influence feasible sets of other

players, which makes the problem rather difficult to solve.

Let us present general properties of given topic in following chapter.
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1 NEP and GNEP - basic overview

Major progress in Game theory was developed during the 20th century.

Roger Myerson in his book on Game Theory suggests that this huge devel-

opment in the last century is going hand in hand with escalation of many

conflicts around the world, with development of nuclear weapons and other

threats that are endangering our future. He states that:

“People seem to have learned more about how to design physical systems for

exploiting radioactive materials than about how to create social systems for

moderating human behaviour in conflict.” [2]

However, it is still more of a wish than reality that we are operating human

conflict as advanced as we are using our technical and theoretical progress

in physics. We will discuss the development later, since brief overview of

history of Game theory and its route to GNEP is described in 2nd chapter

of the thesis.

This section provides basic overview of assumptions concerning NEP and

GNEP. Let us start with elemental description of the original concept.

1.1 The game and its equilibrium

Regarding the theory, by game we consider any social event that contains

at least 2 individuals, also called the players of given game. Game theorists

make few assumptions about players - they are expected to be intelligent

and rational. These terms are described on a theoretical level:

“A decision-maker is rational if he makes decisions consistently in pursuit

of his own objectives. In game theory, building on the fundamental results

of decision theory, we assume that each player‘s objective is to maximize the

expected value of his own payoff, which is measured in some utility scale.”

[3]

“An intelligent player is one who knows everything we know about the

game and who can make the inferences as we do.” [4]
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Putting all together, we see that a game consists of N -number of players,

their set of strategies and some unique payoff or utility functions. Therefore

we can define normal form of game in mathematical notation:

Let N be the number of players. Each player ν ∈ (1, ..., N) is in control

of variables xν ∈ Rnν , where n = n1 + ...+nN . Let x = (x1, ..., xN) ∈ RN be

the vector composed by all decision variables. In literature, the νth player‘s

variables within the vector x are often emphasised by writing the notation

x = (xν , x− ν), where x− ν covers all variables of other players.

Now, let θν : RN → R be the νth player‘s payoff (or loss) function. We

assume that these payoff functions are at least continuous and we further

assume that the functions θν(x) = θν(x
ν , x− ν) are convex in the variable xν .

Regarding the standard NEP, variable xν belongs to a nonempty, closed and

convex set Xν ⊆ RNν , ν = 1, ..., N. Let

X = X1 × ...×XN (1)

be the Cartesian product of the strategy sets of each player. Then a vector

x∗ ∈ X is called a Nash Equilibrium, or a solution of the NEP, if the block

component x∗,ν satisfies

θν(x
∗,ν , x∗,− ν) ≤ θν(x

ν , x∗,− ν) ∀xν ∈ Xν (2)

for all ν = 1, ..., N . [5]

For better understanding, let introduce one simple and notorious example

of NEP.

1.2 Example of Nash Equilibrium Problem

The presented game is based on the idea of two people imprisoned for random

crime. This example is also known under the name “Prisoners‘ dilemma”.

Prisoner could either confess to crime or deny the guilt. Both possibilities

are resulting to some kind of punishment (x years in prison), but the final
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result is based also on the answer of the second prisoner. Prisoners cannot

communicate. Results (or sentences) are depicted in the following table:

Confess Deny

Confess (3;3) (1;10)

Deny (10;1) (2;2)

Table 1: Prisoner‘s dilemma

We can reformulate such scenario into our previous mathematical nota-

tion. In this case N = 2. Each player ν ∈ (1, 2) is controlling variables

xν ∈ R2. Let x = (x11, x
2
1, x

1
2, x

2
2)
T ∈ R4 is the vector composed by all deci-

sion variables, i.e. decision to confess or to deny for each player 1 and 2. Let

θν : R4 → R be the νth player‘s “punishment” function. The X = X1×X2 be

the Cartesian product of the strategy sets of each player. It can be rephrased

as X = (x1, x2)1 × (x1, x2)2. This is the analogy of equation (1).

Before we go any further in notation, let us discuss the situation and

possible results. Every player is obviously trying to minimise the length of

his sentence. In order to do so, the procedure should correspond to finding

Nash Equilibrium. Let us describe the average length of sentence of Player

1 in different scenarios:

Scenario A: (x11; [x12/x
2
2]) = 2 years

Scenario B: (x21; [x12/x
2
2]) = 6 years

Due to symmetry of the payoff matrix (Table 1), the scenarios for Player 2

look exactly the same. Therefore we can say that Nash equilibrium is fulfilled

when both players chose the option confess. Although it may seem rational

for both players to choose their option to deny to obtain the mutual lowest

sentence possible, the mathematical theory recommends different decision

making. Even if there was possibility for players to cooperate (to decide

together upon their answer), some intentions about cheating may occur. In
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such case, the “loyal” player would suffer from his trustworthy. The essence

of Nash Equilibrium is based upon the idea that each player takes the best

possible action for themselves given the action of the other player. A Nash

Equilibrium is a profile of strategies such that each player‘s strategy is an

optimal response to the other player‘s strategies [6]. Using the information

from previous example and mathematical notation, we can describe the Nash

equilibrium for presented model:

θν(x
1
1, x
∗
2) ≤ θν(x

ν
1, x

∗
2) ∀ xν ∈ Xν , ν = {1, 2}, (3)

1.3 Strategies and reality discrepancy

It is also important to mention different approach towards the strategy sets

of players. We define two types of strategy sets: pure strategies and mixed

strategies.

We say that player is using pure strategy, if he chooses some unique

action from his strategy set. Example of pure strategy set could be seen in

last example Prisoners‘ dilemma.

Let us suppose a strategy set {s1, ..., sn}, n ∈ N. Mixed strategy σ is a

probability p distributed over {s1, ..., sn}. Such definition could be written

also as

σν = p1s1 + ...+ pnsn , n ∈ N,

where p1, ..., pn ≥ 0 and
n∑
1

pj = 1. We call pj the weight of sj in mixed

strategy set σ.

Before we move to description of the Generalized Nash Equilibrium Prob-

lems, it is interesting the mention the contrast between mathematic theory

and reality. During last decades, many experiments were carried out to com-

pare human behaviour with results of Game theory. Researchers found out

that “even under conditions of anonymity and independent of behavioural

type, most subjects did not exploit their partners when they expected them
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to play cooperatively. Thus, when subjects believed that their partner would

cooperate, they hesitated to maximise their own payoff through defection.

...after communication, not only cooperative but also individualistic subjects

were only slightly inclined to exploit their partner‘s anticipated cooperation.”

[7]

1.4 Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problems

Nash Equilibrium Problems consist of specific sets of constraints that are

constant for every player involved in the game. If we deepen the idea behind

NEP and unbind the constant sets of strategies, we would face the situation,

where given constraint sets of players depend on each other. This assumption

is the main difference between NEP and its generalized form. Let us present

the basic properties of GNEP.

In general, GNEP consists of N players, where each player ν controls

the variables xν ∈ Rnν , ν = 1, . . . , N . Such variables could be considered

as strategy set. By x we denote the vector formed by all these decision

variables:

x = [(x1)T , . . . , (xN)T ]T ∈ Rn,

where n =
N∑
ν=1

nν . By x− ν we understand the strategy vector/decision vari-

ables of all players except xν , i.e. vector x− ν = (x1, . . . , xν−1, xν+1, . . . , xN).

In literature, the decision vector of player ν among the decisions of other

players is often emphasized by notation (xν , x− ν) instead of x . It should

be mentioned that by x it is meant x = (x1, x2, ..., xν , ..., xN−1, xN), so the

variable xν is not considered as the first partition of vector x .

For each player, there is an objective (loss, payoff or utility) function

θν : RN → R that maps both variables xν and vector of variables x− ν of

other players. The type of θν depends on the kind of problem, where the

GNEP is applied.

Each player‘s strategy has to be part of a set Xν(x− ν) ⊆ RNν , which
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depends on the strategies of all rival players. We call such set the feasible set

or strategy space of player ν. The focus of player ν, with given strategies of

rival players x− ν , is to choose the strategy xν∗ that solves the minimisation

problem

minimizexν θν(xν , x− ν) subject to xν ∈ X ν(x− ν). (4)

For any x− ν , the solution set of equation (4) is denoted by Sν(x− ν). The

desired GNEP is the problem of finding a vector x such that

x ν ∈ Sν(x− ν) for all ν = 1, ..., N.

Such point x is called a (generalized Nash) equilibrium or, more simply, a

solution of the GNEP. Point x is therefore an equilibrium if no player can

decrease his loss function by change of x ν to other feasible point unilaterally.

If the feasible sets xν ∈ X ν(x− ν) do not depend on the rival players‘

strategies, that means X ν(x− ν) = X ν for some set X ν ⊆ Rnν and all

ν = 1, ..., N , the GNEP reduces to the standard Nash Equlibrium Problem.

Again, for better understanding, let introduce one simple example of

GNEP.

1.5 Academic example of GNEP

Let‘s consider game of two players, where each player controls one variable.

Therefore we notate N = 2 and n1 = 1, n2 = 1. In example of Facchinei

and Kanzow [8], simplified notation is used, specifically we can denote de-

cision variables by x = x11 and y = x21. We are assuming following players‘

constraints:

min
x

(x− 1)2 min
y

(y − 1

2
)2

s.t. x+ y ≤ 1 s.t. x+ y ≤ 1.

Optimal solution sets are then expressed as
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S1(y) =

 1, if y ≤ 0

1− y, if y ≥ 0

and

S2(x) =

 1
2
, if x ≤ 1

2

1− x, if x ≥ 1
2

Solving the problem results in following pair of instructions [ε; 1−ε] that

fulfils following rule: ε ∈ (1
2
, 1). It is significant to mention that given prob-

lem has infinite number of solutions, with different values for both players.

In the precedent example, the sets X ν(x− ν) are defined by inequations.

Such case is very common in literature and models describing or considering

the GNEP.

In the next chapter, let us get back to the history and mention few critical

points in development of theory and steps that led to evolution of GNEP.
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2 History and route to GNEP

In the following chapter, very brief history and development of parts of Game

theory are going to be presented. Certain parts which led to topics that are

discussed in this thesis. Although the origins of advanced Game theory

could be dated to 18th century, specifically to utility functions developed by

Daniel Bernoulli [9], following overview is focusing mainly on the points of

development which led into Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problems.

2.1 Cournot’s duopoly model

In 1838 Antoine Augustin Cournot introduced the so called Cournot’s duopoly

in his volume Recherches sur les Principes Mathematiques de la Theorie des

Richesses [10]. Cournot presented situation, where there are two identical

companies on the market manufacturing the same homogeneous product.

Entire model was defined with precision, e.g. the profit functions of compa-

nies, the expected rationality of competitors and non-cooperative behaviour

were set as basic assumptions. Using the partial differentiation, functions

representing the best response to a given output level of competitive firm are

constructed. Company chooses the output that maximizes its profit based

on the output of the competitor. Cournot showed that the intersection of

derived reaction functions is the equilibrium of the model, moreover such

equilibrium is stable, since no company can choose different strategy to get

better off. In other words: model predicts that companies will choose exact

amount of output that corresponds to 112 years later described Nash Equi-

librium. Furthermore, in today’s literature are similar equilibrium points,

concerning oligopoly or duopolistic markets, called Cournot-Nash Equilib-

rium.

However, Cournot’s model model was based on the idea that companies

have some information about the decisions of competitor, which is considered

to be pure strategy Nash Equilibrium, which is not always the case.
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2.2 Mixed strategies and zero-sum games

As stated before, we say that player is using mixed strategies, if his choice

of pure strategy is based on some probability function. This concept was

introduced in book Theory of Games and Economic Behavior by John von

Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern published in 1944 [11]. Furthermore, au-

thors were examining only zero-sum games.

By zero-sum game we understand N -player game, where

N∑
i=1

Πi = 0

for all choices σ1, σ2, ..., σn. By function Πi : RN → R we understand profit

function of player i. Simple demonstration of zero-sum game is the well-

known example matching pennies.

Example: In the game, Player A and Player B are about to decide,

whether they secretly choose to pick heads or tails on a penny. Choices are

then revealed in the same time. Rewards (in form of other’s player penny)

of the outcomes are depicted in the following table:

Heads Tails

Heads 1,-1 -1,1

Tails -1,1 1,-1

Table 2: Matching pennies

We can see that Player A is better off when the choices of both players

match. Player B gets the penny when the choices are different. Profit of

one player is equal to the loss of the second player. This game has no pure

strategy, since there is no motivation for any player to has strict strategy

(there is no dominant strategy) and no motivation to change the strategy.

Excluding any psychological qualities of players, both of them are going to

choose heads or tails with equal probability. This defines the unique mixed

strategies Nash Equilibrium.
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Morgenstern and von Neumann proved that any N -player zero-sum game

with finite actions always has mixed strategies Nash Equilibrium [11].

2.3 Nash Equilibrium

Previous text presents theory that is still fairly limited in the basic assump-

tions. John Nash, in paper called Non-Cooperative Games [1] published in

1950, achieved results that were far more general than results of Morgen-

stern and von Neumann. Nash proved that any N -player finite game has at

least one mixed strategy Nash Equilibrium. The radical improvement in the

theory was achieved by Nash’s specific definition of the equilibrium:

An N -tuple µ is an equilibrium point if and only if for every i:

Πi (µ) = max
ri

[Πi(µ ; ri)], i = 1, . . . , N

Thus an equilibrium point is an N -tuple µ such that each player’s mixed

strategy maximizes his profit if the strategies of the others are held fixed.

Thus each player’s strategy is optimal against those of the others.

By Πi, i = 1, ..., N we mean the profit function of player i, by ri we un-

derstand some mixed strategy of player i. A proof of this existence theorem

was based mainly on theorems of S.Kakutani and L.Brouwer (for those, who

would be interested, see [12]), however Nash made “considerable improve-

ment over these earlier versions”. [1]

2.4 Social Equilibrium and abstract economy

Applying theory with given assumptions, i.e., each player has his own fea-

sible set of strategies that are constant, is not always possible in the real

world. Example of a model, where the feasible set of strategies is changing,

was proposed by Gérard Debreu in 1952. This concept was called A Social

Equilibrium Existence Theorem:
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“In a wide class of social systems each agent has a range of actions

among which he selects one. His choice is not, however, entirely free and

the actions of all the other agents determine the subset to which his selection

is is restricted. Once the action of every agent is given, the outcome of the

social activity is known. The preferences of each agent yield his complete

ordering of the outcomes and each one of them tries by choosing his action

in his restricting subset to bring about the best outcome according to his own

preferences. The existence theorem presented here gives general conditions

under which there is for such a social system an equilibrium, i.e., a situation

where the action of every agent belongs to his restricting subset and no agent

has incentive to choose another action.” [13]

This theorem was later used by Debreu himself and Kenneth Arrow to

prove existence of an equilibrium for an economic system. It contained the

existence of point equilibrium for an N -person game. In paper of Arrow

and Debreu about economic equilibria published in 1954 [14], term abstract

economy was used as the common name for similar models. This term was

the first synonym for problem that is now generally called Generalized Nash

Equilibrium Problem. Authors noted:

“In a game, the pay-off to each player depends upon the strategies chosen

by all, but the domain from which strategies are to be chosen is given to each

player independently of the strategies chosen by other players. An abstract

economy, then, may be characterized as a generalization of a game in which

the choice of an action by one agent affects both the pay-off and the domain

of actions of other agents.” [8]

The problem and theorem introduced by Arrow and Debreu are consid-

ered to be the core fundamentals of forthcoming development of mathemat-

ical economics.
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2.5 Pseudo-game and GNEP

As Facchinei and Kanzow mentioned in their paper, GNEP have become

almost exclusive domain of economists and game-theory experts. At least

up to 1990s. These limited points of view treated similar problems in specific

way, considering the GNEP as a pure game. However, as mentioned in the

section 1.4, assumptions of GNEP are the determinant of what make the

given problem very specific. Assumptions expect players to have knowledge

about strategy that was chosen by their rivals. Such scenario is obviously

very rare in the conditions of real world. T.Ichiishi stated in his book [15]:

“It should be emphasized, however, that an abstract economy is not a

game, . . . since player j must know the others‘ strategies in order to know

his own feasible strategy set . . . , but the others cannot determine their fea-

sible strategies without knowing j‘s strategy. Thus an abstract economy is a

pseudo-game and it is useful only as a mathematical tool to establish exis-

tence theorems in various applied contexts.”

Furthermore, it is hard to imagine a game, where all players make their

choices in the same time and then, it still happens that the constraints of

the model are satisfied, without any specific explanation or reason.

All these remarks led to kind of liberalization, when the GNEP began to

be part of many other scientific fields. Especially because it has descriptive

and explanatory value, the model could simulate and design rules, set taxes

or values of other variables or conditions.

Some examples of problems where GNEP was applied will be presented

in the following chapter. This chapter should also illustrate basic approach,

how the assumptions of GNEP models are created and used.
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3 Applying GNEP to economy models

To examine some of the main properties of GNEPs, let us present few ex-

amples of economic models, where the structure of GNEP could be applied.

First, let us get back to the original model of abstract economy equilibrium

of Arrow and Debreu, which was the original predecessor of GNEPs. This

example will help us to understand some conditions that should indicate

occurrence of given problem and assumptions by which the GNEP is specific.

3.1 Arrow and Debreu abstract economy model

History of the model ranges to the year 1900, when L.Walras formulated the

state of the economic system at any point, where the equilibrium point is

equal to the intersection of supply and demand, given by its own simultane-

ous equations. It was assumed that consumers are maximazing their utility,

producers are maximazing their profit [16]. Walras, however, did not show

any solution or argument, why such model should hold. This has changed

with the work of Arrow and Debreu [14]. Framework of their progress will

be illustrated by simplified version composed by Facchinei and Kanzow: [8]

Basic setup of the model should describe how the commodities are pro-

duced and exchanged among individuals. We suppose that there are N differ-

ent commodities in the system. Commodities are produced or manufactured

in production units (companies), we define the number of production units

as s. Each production unit j can choose its own production plan, such set

of all possible production plans we define as Yj. A single element yj is a

vector in RN whose gth component determines the output of commodity g

in respect to the chosen production plan. If the p ∈ RN represents the prices

of commodities, it is obvious that we expect production units to maximize

their total revenues, denoted by pgyj over the strategy set Yj.

The other part of the system are consumption units (individual or some

cluster of individuals), we denote number of consumption units by t. Every
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consumption unit i is associated with vector xi ∈ RN whose gth component

represents the consumption of commodity g by the ith individual. Every

consumption unit is consuming non-negative amount of commodities, ex-

cept the labor (by negative amount of consumption we understand input or

production). Moreover, xi must belong to specific set Xi ⊆ RN . This set Xi

includes all consumption vectors among which the consumption units could

choose if there are no budgetary constraints. This is why we type “⊆” as

Xi might be equal to RN .

Another important assumption is that ith consumption unit is endowed

with a vector ξi ∈ RN of initial holdings of some set of commodities and has

a contractual claim to the share αij of the profit of the production unit j.

Under such conditions we can set the constraints of the consumption unit.

Given a vector of prices p, the choice of the ith unit is restricted to vectors

xi ∈ Xi that fulfil pgxi ≤ pgξi +
s∑
j=1

αijpgyj.

I.e.: consumption of individual unit i is equal or lower than amount

of commodities that is i holding in given time (in the time of decision)

plus salary or wage (or other income) that is paid by production unit j to

consumer i. It is appropriate also to mention that utility functions ui(xi)

among the consumers may differ.

We expect that vector of prices p is non-negative: p ≥ 0. Normalizing

the problem, we obtain final assumption that
N∑
h=1

ph = 1. Regarding the

free commodities (i.e. p = 0), those are available only if the supply is

bigger or equal to demand. For our model it is comprehensible to expect

that the demand is lower or equal than the supply in every moment. Such

requirements can be expressed as following:

t∑
i=1

xi −
s∑
j=1

yj −
t∑
i=1

ξi ≤ 0

and

pg(
t∑
i=1

xi −
s∑
j=1

yj −
t∑
i=1

ξi) = 0

.
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The economic equilibrium described by Arrow and Debreu is a point in a

set of vectors (x̄1, ..., x̄t, ȳ1, ..., ȳs, p̄) that satisfy all previous assumptions and

constraints. With respect to the equilibrium of described model, Facchinei

and Kanzow stated:

“From our point of view, the interesting thing is that Arrow and Debreu

show that the economic equilibria can also be described as the equilibria of

a certain GNEP, and this reduction is actually the basis on which they can

prove their key result: existence of equilibria.” [8]

Arrow and Debreu defined their GNEP model as a system of s + t +

1 players. It is clear from previous notation that by s we understand the

number of all production units and t is the set of all consumption units. New

element is represented by the addition of fictious player, who represents some

kind of a ruler that sets market prices and is called market participant. The

GNEP is then designed by following conditions:

The jth production unit controlling variables yj is ruled by:

max
yj

pgyj s.t. yj ∈ Yj. (i)

The ith consumption unit controlling variables xi is trying to satisfy consec-

utive constraints:

max
xi

ui(xi)

s.t. xi ∈ Xi, (ii)

pgxi ≤ pgξi + max[0,
s∑
j=1

αij(pgyj)].
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The last player formerly called market participant is solving:

max
p

pg(
t∑
i=1

xi −
s∑
j=1

yj −
t∑
i=1

ξi)

s.t. p ≥ 0, (iii)
N∑
h=1

ph = 1

Combined, equations (i) and (iii) represent GNEP with the joint constraints

represented by equations (ii).

Presented model, however, is representing something that is very close in

its nature to previously mentioned abstract economy. Let us present another

example, which illustrates appealing connection between GNEP and problem

of the real world.

3.2 Pollution control and Kyoto Protocol

The Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement on Climate Change. It

commits its parties by setting internationally binding emission reduction tar-

gets. The idea of the agreement is that developed countries are the major

culprit for high levels of GHG emissions (i.e. greenhouse gases) in the atmo-

sphere, in regard of more than 150 years of vast industrial activity. Due to

these facts, the agreement is to place a heavier burden on developed nations

under the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities. [17]

The Kyoto Protocol was adopted in Kyoto, Japan, on 11 December 1997

and entered into force on 16 February 2005. The main condition was de-

scribed as following:

“The Parties included in Annex I (i.e. list of involved countries) shall,

individually or jointly, ensure that their aggregate anthropogenic carbon diox-

ide equivalent emissions of the greenhouse gases listed in Annex A (i.e. list

of gases treated as equivalent to carbon dioxide; see Appendix A) do not
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exceed their assigned amounts, calculated pursuant to their quantified emis-

sion limitation and reduction commitments inscribed in Annex B (i.e. list

of target emission limits of involved countries; see Appendix B) and in ac-

cordance with the provisions of this Article, with a view to reducing their

overall emissions of such gases by at least 5 per cent below 1990 levels in the

commitment period 2008 to 2012.” [17]

I would like to emphasize one specific part and concept of previous quo-

tation. Countries are meant to fulfil their task individually or jointly. This

principle is called Joint Implementation. Let‘s quote, again, specific part of

the document:

“For the purpose of meeting its commitments under Article 3 (main part

of Article was stated before), any Party included in Annex I may transfer to,

or acquire from, any other such Party emission reduction units resulting from

projects aimed at reducing anthropogenic emissions by sources or enhancing

anthropogenic removals by sinks of greenhouse gases in any sector of the

economy...” [17]

In other words, countries are allowed to invest into project abroad in

order to receive emission reduction units (or shortly ERUs). The Joint Im-

plementation mechanism should therefore (or is expected at least) to boost

development of technologies supporting environmental sustainability, to sup-

port involved states to invest in such projects abroad - e.g. to invest in

countries that are least developed, thus such subsidies would help them in

economic progression, pulling in physical and economical capital.

Described situation and specific properties could be solved by using the

GNEP approach. GNEP solution is providing effective way how to yield from

the Joint Implementation mechanism and could come up with strategies that

should not lead to possibility of lost potential of investments. Solution of

the problem will be described using shortened approach of Facchinei and

Kanzow [8]. Their version is a modification of the model of M. Breton [18],

which consists of more general mathematical approach that would be too
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complicated for our purpose. Simplified model is described as following:

Joint Implementation mechanism consists of N players/countries (in re-

ality, the number of countries is obviously finite, however for the purpose

of generality of model, arbitrary constant N is used). Every player i has

its own industrial production, which causes some output of emissions - let

this output be noted as ei. Mentioned industrial production is generating

revenue R. Expecting that there exist relationship between the output of

emissions ei and revenue R, it is possible to express the revenue as some kind

of function depending on ei. Total emissions of player i could be reduced by

investing and developing projects that would help environment domestically

or even in abroad country (for example, to build sewage plants, to reduce

and recycle existing dumps, etc.). Such environmental investments are de-

noted by I ij, which will be understood as investment of player i in country j.

By investing, player is gaining the emission reduction units, which amount

is expected to be in proportional relationship to the investment, i.e. γijI ij.

It is important to mention that coefficient γ depends on both player i and j,

given the fact that amount of investment of player i is not the only limiting

matter (e.g. there are not enough opportunities to invest in country j, laws

of country j are restricting specific investments, etc.). Calculating the net

emissions output in country i: ei −
N∑
j=1

γjiI
j
i , expecting this formula to be

nonnegative just by the logic of the matter. For denoting the output of emis-

sions accounted to player i, the order of indexes of formula must be changed,

i.e.: ei−
N∑
j=1

γijI
i
j. For better understanding, stated formula express the own

emissions of player i minus the emission reduction units gained by investing

in countries j = 1, ..., N . This accounted emission quantity must be lower

than imposed amount Ei (given by the Kyoto Protocol). There is one last

condition in presented model, based on the fact that many types of pollu-

tion are shared among the countries due to common atmosphere (acid rains,

inversion, etc.) and other environmental mechanics (pollution of soil on bor-

ders, pollution of rivers and lakes that are shared by more countries, etc.).
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Therefore some net emission output is somehow shared among all countries,

which should be considered in the final setting. Let‘s present a function

considering this fact: Di (e1 −
N∑
j=1

γj1I
j
1 , e2 −

N∑
j=1

γj2I
j
2 , . . . , eN −

N∑
j=1

γjNI
j
N).

Finally, it is possible to design the problem of player i:

max
ei,Ii1,...,I

i
N

Ri(ei)−
N∑
j=1

I ij −Di (e1 −
N∑
j=1

γj1I
j
1 , . . . , eN −

N∑
j=1

γjNI
j
N)

s.t.:

ei, I
i
1, . . . , I

i
N ≥ 0,

ei −
N∑
j=1

γijI
i
j ≤ Ei

ei −
N∑
j=1

γjiI
j
i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N.

Given constraints are taking into account variables of all N players and

the constraints are similar for every player, thus the GNEP is following the

desired idea that Joint Implementation mechanism was intended for.

Examples of problems that involve constraints based on decisions of other

players were presented to introduce general idea behind GNEP and potential

attitude for designing such problem. Methods of solving and finding solution

of GNEP are still developing, however this particular topic is too complex

for purposes of this thesis. For those who would be interested in the topic

of solving GNEP, see [8].

In the following chapter, the concept of possible application of GNEP

to existing economic model is going to be introduced. As there are many

different names for GNEP across the field of studies, there is a possibility

that many existing researches could make progress when applying the correct

approach and solving their problems as a GNEP. This model differs from the

previous examples in important fact - in literature, structure of the model

is not connected to GNEP.
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3.3 General Equilibrium Models

As was already mentioned in section 2.5, during the last decades, the idea

behind GNEP spread to many scientific fields and is generally used under

various names, such as abstract economy, pseudo-game, social equilibrium

problem, etc. Such development may lead to question, whether there might

exist several theories and models, which developed individually under dif-

ferent names, but could be still covered or at least transformed to GNEP.

This question‘s importance is based mainly on the fact that mathemati-

cians, who develop solving and computational methods are generally working

with GNEP and may not know about every existing problem that could be

solved or improved by their work. This, of course, works in both ways.

Economists (or other scientists) may be stuck in progress with their work,

but helpful theory or solution may already exist. Fundamental part of this

thesis is to research on such possibility and try to discover some economic

theory applicable to more generalized category - GNEP.

One of the possible candidates fulfilling previously mentioned conditions

is one part of a group of models called General Equilibrium Models. The

specific part of this group we will focus on is called General Equilibrium

Models with Incomplete Markets, abbreviated GEI.

There are several modifications of given model, but for the purpose of

this thesis, just one of the basic and shortened overview will be presented.

The GEI itself is based on foundations of Arrow and Debreu model that was

described in section 3.1. It maintains the same methodological approach:

agents optimize, their expectations are rational (i.e., they have perfect con-

ditional foresight, though they don‘t know the state of nature in advance),

markets clear, and all market transactions are anonymously arranged under

conditions of perfect competition [19].

However, the aspects that model of Arrow and Debreu is not covering are

e.g.: distinction between real and financial assets (which brings the need of

agents to plan their decisions according to the time plan of the “game”, since
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financial assets could be valued also on their future value), single commodity

models, the ambiguity of firm objectives, financial innovation, relevance of

corporate control, etc.

Moreover, the Arrow-Debreu market had to satisfy two conditions: fi-

nancial markets are complete, agents must correctly anticipate at the initial

date at the spot prices of every good and the payoff of every security at every

date-event in the future. This correct-anticipation condition is needed in or-

der that the income that agents choose to bring forward by their holding of

financial securities permits them to buy the bundle of goods that they had

planned to consume when choosing their income transfers. To obtain such a

well-coordinated outcome agents should have familiarity with the function-

ing of the markets, and some stationarity in the structure of the economy

should prevail in order that agents can form such correct anticipations.

Maintaining the assumption of correct anticipations of future prices while

dropping the assumption that financial markets are complete leads to the

theory of general equilibrium with incomplete markets. The GEI model

has served to improve our understanding of the relationship between the

real, financial and monetary sectors of the economy by providing a common

framework for studying traditional price theory, the theory of finance and

monetary theory [20].

There are many reasons why asset markets may be incomplete, includ-

ing asymmetric information, moral hazard and transactions costs. Of the

many consequences of this incompleteness, one of the most important is that

general equilibrium outcomes are no longer Pareto efficient (i.e., economic

state where the resources are allocated in the most efficient way among the

involved players; in such state, there is no possibility to improve welfare of

player A without making the player‘s B welfare worse).

Basically, J.Geanakoplos is describing GEI as following:

“The GEI model studies the character of economic activity when there may be

more than one missing market and more than one budget constraint . . . The
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distinguishing feature of the GEI model is that consumers face a multiplicity

of budget constraints, at different times and under different states of nature.”

[19]

Condition of multiple budget constraint is shared by both GEI and GNEP.

The presence of different times and states is important factor, which will

be one of the major arguments for comparing GEI with GNEP in section

3.5. For better understanding, consider a world in which there are two time

points (point 0 and point 1) and S + 1 states of nature. These S states are

resolved between time point 0 and time point 1.

To illustrate another possible similarities, let us present particular exam-

ple, the so called “the one sector model ”, model originally used and created

by M.Evans and V.Hnatkovska [21].

3.4 The One Sector Model example

Basic assumptions of the model are following: we consider a frictionless

production world economy, where two symmetric countries are involved -

home country (labeled as H) and foreign country (labeled as F ). Every

country consists of infinite number of households, which are supplying their

labour inelastically to domestic production market. All firms are producing

just one homogenous commodity that could be freely traded between both

countries H and F . Firms are perfectly competitive and issue equity that

is traded on the world stock market. For generality, let us assume that

there are N time periods (i.e., t = 1, . . . , N), depending on the specification

of states of nature of particular example. Description of production and

labour markets are following:

Firms

Firms (i.e. production market) are issuing equity claims to the stream of

their dividends. Households (i.e. labour market) could use these equity
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claims for saving needs. Every firm holds own capital and could use it

independently for investments (is deciding whether to invest or not). Rep-

resentative production function of firm i in country H on start of period t,

with the initial capital Kt
i , productivity Zt

i and equity liability Ati = 1 is

Y t
i = Zt

iK
t
i , i ∈ N

Similarly, firm i in country F (obviously firms Hi 6= Fi) has production of

Ŷ t
i = Ẑt

i K̂
t
i . Notation “ˆ” should indicate variables concerning country F .

As already mentioned before, goods produced are homogenous and could

be transported between countries with no cost. To prevent any possibility

of perfect competition disruption, the law of one price is assumed.

At the beginning of time period t, firms evaluate the productivity real-

ization, produce and sell the final output of goods. Obtained capital is used

for financing investments I ti and for paying dividends to the shareholders of

firm i. Rational assumption about behaviour of firms is that they maximize

value of firm through investments to keep and to attract shareholders.

Let P t
i represent the post dividend price of a share in the firm i in country

H at the start of period t. Let Dt
i denote the dividend per share paid at

period t. Thus the value of firm i at the start of period t is defined as P t
i +Dt

i .

The optimization problem of the firm i is then following:

max
Iti

(P t
i +Dt

i), i ∈ N (5)

as subject to constraints

Kt+1
i = (1− δ)Kt

i + I ti , (6)

Dt
i = Zt

iK
t
i − I ti . (7)

By δ we understand the parameter of depreciation of physical capital. Firm

i from country F is facing similar problem, deciding on investment Î ti that

maximizes P̂ t
i + D̂t

i .
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Households

Infinite number of households in both countries are driven by their need of

consumption Ct, which is assumed to be based on similar preferences for

every household. The utility function of household j from country H is

described as

U t
j = Et

j

∞∑
k=0

βkj lnCt+k
j , j ∈ N (8)

where parameter β ∈ (0; 1) is representing the discount factor of given time

period, Et
j stands for the expectations based on information at the start of

period t. Utility of households in country F are similarly defined in terms

of consumption Ĉt.

Saving possibility of household consists of holding domestic equity shares,

equity issued by firms from country F and international bonds. Let us

present some representative household from country H. Its budget con-

straint could be described as

W t+1 = Rt+1
W (W t − Ct), (9)

whereW t is considered as wealth in time period t and Rt+1
W is the gross return

on wealth between the time periods t and t + 1. This variable depends on

the wealth allocation of the household across the available financial assets

and on the realized return on those assets. Furthermore,

Rt+1
W = Rt + αtH(Rt+1

H −Rt) + αtF (Rt+1
F −Rt), (10)

where, intuitively, Rt stands for return on the international bonds, Rt+1
H and

Rt+1
F stands for returns on equity from domestic and foreign shares. The

ratio αtH and αtF is representing wealth that H country households hold in

H and F equity respectively. Analogically for households from country F .

Decision the H households are facing is how much of their wealth to

consume and how much would be supposed for allocation into financial assets
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to maximize their utility given by equation (8) as subject to constraints (9)

and (10). This problem, using previous notation, could be also formulated

as a function ζ of variable W in time period t:

ζt(W t) = max
{Ct,αtH ,α

t
F }
{lnCt + βEt [ζt+1 (Rt+1

W (W t − Ct))]}, t ∈ N, (11)

expecting Ct ≥ 0 and W t > 0. And, again, analogically for households from

country F .

Equilibrium

It is not hard to see that for finding the equilibrium, it is necessary to

estimate equity prices {P t, P̂ t} and the return rate (or interest rate) Rt,

required for market clearing in situation, when households follow optimal

consumption, savings and portfolio strategies and firms decided on optimal

investments.

Clearing of goods market proceeds globally, since firms are producing

single homogenous product with costless transportation in both countries

H and F . Therefore the market clearing condition is following:

Ct + Ĉt = Y t − I t + Ŷ t − Î t = Dt + D̂t. (12)

Equity market clearing condition is:

AtH + ÂtH = 1 and AtF + ÂtF = 1, (13)

where AtH/AtF represents the number of shares issued by H/F firms held by

H households. These share holdings are connected to the portfolio shares

by the consequent equations:

P tAtH ≡ αtH(W t − Ct) and P̂ tAtF ≡ αtF (W t − Ct) (14)

Analogically, the share holdings of households of country F are represented

by ÂtH and ÂtF connected with identities
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P tÂtH ≡ α̂tH(Ŵ t − Ĉt) and P̂ tÂtF ≡ α̂tF (Ŵ t − Ĉt). (15)

For those, who would like to learn about existing methods of solution of given

model, see [21]. In the following chapter, let us present some basic ideas

about possible connection and reformulation of model to fit the structure of

GNEP.

3.5 Connecting model to GNEP

Previous specification of the model already defined its maximization prob-

lems the entities are facing with their budget constraints. Following part

should approximate the similarity of ideas among the last model and GNEP

setup:

Since there exist very close relation between the decisions of firms about

investments and decisions of households about saving possibilities, we should

expect some relation between the variable Ii and Wj, i, j ∈ N. Simply be-

cause “proper” investments of firm i imply higher Rt+1
H /Rt+1

F for household

investing into shares of firm i from country H or F . I.e., if the firm invests

in a way that increases the value of its shares, the wealth of household j,

which is holding equity shares of firm i (i.e., W t
j ), is increasing.

Similarly for firms - if the household j from country H decide to save

through investing into shares of firm i, i.e. portfolios αtH/αtF include shares

of firm i, it corresponds with increase of Kt
i , therefore even with possible

increase of investments of firm i.

These two relationships form connected system of decisions. Player must

take into account strategies of others, since his feasible set of strategies is

going to be influenced by decisions of every other player involved. If we

bring into play the element of time periods, it is much easier to present the

basics of idea of strategies interrelated with each other. Let us bring back

our previous mathematical notation from first chapter. We suppose that

household ν from country H decided to invest into firm µ in the start of
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time period t (country origin of the firm is not relevant). In the start of

time period t+ 1, the household ν receives Dt+1
µ . Depending on the amount

P t
µ of capital that firm µ received in time period t (for simplicity, assume

that household ν was the only investor), firm carry out some investments.

Depending on the results of investment, we obtain new values of variables

P t+1
µ and Dt+1

µ .

Using the assumptions of example model, the game involves continuum

of households and firms. Household ν operates with vector of decision vari-

ables xν , ν ∈ N. With expectation of maximizing its utility in following time

periods, its decisions are influenced by strategies of firms about proper in-

vestments, but also by other households, since specific investments of house-

holds could influence the P t
µ to the point, when the shares of firm µ are not

affordable anymore for household ν. Therefore, with previous notation, we

can define (xν , x− ν , xµ), ν, µ ∈ N as the feasible set of strategies of house-

hold ν, where x− ν stands for saving strategies of every other household and

xµ stands for investment strategies of firms. Similarly, we could define set of

vectors (xµ, x−µ, x ν), µ, ν ∈ N as feasible set of strategies of firm µ, where

xµ depends on investment strategies of rival firms and all households.

Applying the time property of the model, it is easy to see that welfare of

every player involved is influenced by all other players in every time period

t, regarding both historical and future decisions.

It is also possible to introduce the idea of extending the model by two

fictive players, resembling the market participant from Arrow-Debreu model

[14]. The only change from mentioned model would be the fact that there

are two market participants for both countries H and F . Extending the

system by the factor of tax charges, fictive players would be facing problem

of maximizing the income from taxes. Their decisions would also consist

of possibilities to invest in firms across both countries. Further extension

is possible, however the relevant similarities between GNEP and GEI were

already described to serve the main purpose of this thesis.
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Conclusion

The main purpose of the study was to provide simplified description of Gen-

eral Nash Equilibrium Problems, specifically for purposes of economists.

Presented illustrative examples should help to understand the basic notion

and idea behind GNEP.

Although GNEP evolved from the problems coming from economics, fur-

ther development of the solution methods required mathematicians to be in-

volved. While the major mathematical development started only ∼70 years

ago, the evolution in economics went in its own steps. The suspicion about

existing economic models that could be covered by GNEP is very likely, since

the similarities between GNEP and GEI models are evincible.

For mentioned reasons, this thesis provided mainly the major descriptions

and assumptions of GNEP, since the objective of this paper is to offer the

possibility for economists, whether the problem they are solving could not

be advanced or solved by approaching it as GNEP.

Such kind of search in maintained in particular to improve the possible

development of both theoretical fields, since the advancement is often not

shared. We believe this could form basis for further research.
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from classical Nash Equilbrium Problems (NEPs). Namely, the difference between these two classes come from the structure of the feasible sets of players, where in GNEPs individual
strategies influence feasible sets of other players. This makes GNEPs rather difficult to solve. Recently, there has been many advances in theory and in development of numerical
methods for solving these challenging problems, cf. [1]. 
The student will describe in detail principle differences between GNEPs and NEPs and summarize recent development in GNEP literature. Models of similar mathematical structure
appear in economic literature under different names, such as pseudo-game, abstract economy, social equilibrium problem etc. Thus, his primary focus will be on identifying new or
relatively less known economic or operations research problems which do enjoy GNEP structure and for which the connection to GNEPs might not be well know.
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Reference [1] is a survey paper which will be the source of other references on the topic.

Předběžná náplň práce

1) Introduction 
2) NEP and GNEP and literature review 
3) Properties of GNEPs 
4) Survey of applications of the model 
5) Conclusion 

Hypothesis: There are source problems in economics, finance or operations research which under suitable reformulation lead to GNEP structure where the connection to GNEPs is
unknown and to which recent developments on GNEPs have not yet been applied.

Předběžná náplň práce v anglickém jazyce

1) Introduction 
2) NEP and GNEP and literature review 
3) Properties of GNEPs 
4) Survey of applications of the model 
5) Conclusion 

Hypothesis: There are source problems in economics, finance or operations research which under suitable reformulation lead to GNEP structure where the connection to GNEPs is
unknown and to which recent developments on GNEPs have not yet been applied.
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